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In the past years the existence of freak waves has been affirmed by observations, registrations, and severe accidents. Many publications investigated the occurrence of extreme
waves, their characteristics and their impact on offshore structures, but their formation
process is still under discussion. One of the famous real world registrations is the so
called “New Year wave,” recorded in the North Sea at the Draupner jacket platform on
January 1st, 1995. Since there is only a single point registration available, it is not
possible to draw conclusions on the spatial development in front of and behind the point
of registration, which is indispensable for a complete understanding of this phenomenon.
This paper presents the spatial development of the New Year wave generated in a model
basin. To transfer the recorded New Year wave into the wave tank, an optimization
approach for the experimental generation of wave sequences with predefined characteristics is applied. The extreme sea state obtained with this method is measured at different
locations in the tank, in a range from 2163 m (full scale) ahead of to 1470 m behind the
target position—520 registrations altogether. The focus lies on the detailed description of
a possible evolution of the New Year wave over a large area and time interval. It is
observed that the extreme wave at the target position develops mainly from a wave group
of three smaller waves. The group velocity, wave propagation, and the energy flux of this
wave group are analyzed, in particular. 关DOI: 10.1115/1.3160533兴

Introduction

One of the most famous freak waves in history is the so called
New Year wave, recorded in the North Sea at the Draupner jacket
platform on January 1st, 1995 关1兴. Numerous other observations,
registrations, or dangerous encounters confirm the reality of freak
waves. Freak waves are reported from the Japanese Sea 关2兴, the
Norwegian Frigg field 关3兴, and from the Danish Gorm field 关4兴.
Guedes Soares et al. 关5兴 presented investigations from the North
Cormoran field as well as sea state measurements taken during
hurricane Camille 关6兴. Furthermore, Wolfram et al. 关7兴 analyzed
storm data recorded from 1994 to 1998 at North Alwyn, discovering 21 freak waves 共higher than 2 · Hs兲 in a 5 day storm 共Nov.
16–21, 1997兲. In addition, there are reports from cruise vessels
encountering freak waves, such as the Bremen 共February, 2001兲
关8兴, the Voyager 共February, 2005兲 关9兴 and the Norwegian Dawn
共April, 2005兲 关10兴. The impact on offshore structures is also under
investigation. Gorf et al. 关11兴 investigated the bow damage of a
floating production, storage and offloading vessel 共FPSO兲 in steep
waves, revealing that wave steepness is an important parameter.
Clauss et al. 关12,13兴 presented comprehensive studies on the vertical bending moments of a FPSO due to rogue wave impact,
comparing numerical simulations and model tests, including the
generation of deterministic wave sequences with embedded rogue
waves as a critical prerequisite 关14兴. The realization of freak
waves in deterministic seakeeping tests was introduced by Kühnlein 关15兴 and refined by Kühnlein et al. 关16兴 by taking nonlinear
wave-wave interaction into account. An optimization approach for
the generation of user-defined freak waves embedded in irregular
sea states was introduced by Clauss and Schmittner 关17兴. Many
publications have been investigating the formation process of
freak waves, and although different physical mechanisms have
already been identified, this issue is still under discussion. Since
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only a single point registration is available, it is not possible to
draw conclusions on the spatial development in front of and behind the measurement point. Buchner et al. 关18兴 presented the
evolution of an extreme wave at different positions in a model
basin, revealing that the extreme wave develops in less than half
the wavelength from a relatively normal wave into an extreme
crest. Inspired by this approach, this paper presents a spatial development of the New Year wave generated in a model basin 共L
= 120 m, W = 8 m, d = 1 m, scale of 1:70兲. The surface elevation
of the extreme sea state is successively measured along the tank,
in a range from 2163 m 共full scale兲 ahead to 1470 m behind the
target position—at 520 locations altogether.
Section 2 gives a short summary of established wave theories
and Sec. 3 illustrates the procedure of irregular wave train generation with the embedded New Year wave. Subsequently, the
experimental setup and the results of the extensive measurements
are presented.

2

Wave Propagation and Wave Generation

The controversy arising on the formation process of freak
waves in the past decades reveals that the physical background is
still not completely solved. The possible physical mechanisms
have already been identified—superposition of 共nonlinear兲 component waves and/or modulation instability. The phenomenon of
freak waves occurring due to wave-current interaction is ignored
in this discussion as this mechanism is well understood and explainable by linear theory 关19兴—in contrast to the sudden occurrence of exceptionally high waves. In the following a short summary of established wave theories is given, without any claim of
completeness.
The genesis of the established theories is based on the comprehensive studies of Stokes 关20兴. The Stokes wave theory solves the
Laplace equation including the nonlinear boundary conditions by
a perturbation method, which enables an approximate solution of
the boundary value problem. The basic solution of the Stokes
expansion is the well known linear wave theory. Expansions of
velocity potential and wave elevation are leading to Stokes third
order solutions 共e.g., Ref. 关21兴兲. These solutions take nonlinearities such as the increase in propagation speed due to wave steepness and the increase in crest-trough asymmetry into account.
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Fig. 1 Comparison of measured model wave train at target position „scale of 1:70… and the sequence recorded at the
Draupner platform „all data full scale…

Benjamin and Feir 关22兴 investigated the stability of periodic
wave trains 共Stokes waves兲 with small disturbances caused by a
pair of side-band modes. This investigation reveals that weakly
nonlinear deepwater wave trains are unstable to modulational perturbations due to the coupling through the nonlinear boundary
conditions. The instability condition 0 ⬍ ␦ ⱕ 冑2ka has later been
introduced as the Benjamin–Feir-index 共BFI兲, and a relation between spectral bandwidth ␦ and wave steepness ka has been established by Janssen 关23兴 and Onorato et al. 关24兴. Further investigations show that the time evolution of weakly nonlinear deep
water wave trains can be expressed by the nonlinear Schrödinger
共NLS兲 equation 关25,26兴, which has been solved exactly by Zakharov and Shabat 关27兴. This solution predicts the existence of
deep water wave envelope solitons, which has been verified by
experiments 关28兴. Dysthe 关29兴 introduced a fourth-order modified
nonlinear Schrödinger 共MNLS兲 equation for gravity waves and
infinite water depth. The application of the NLS equation and the
Benjamin–Feir instability to rogue wave crests and troughs 共holes兲
in deep water wave trains has been shown by Osborne et al. 关30兴.
The results above are well understood, and robust from the physical 关31兴 as well as the mathematical 关32,33兴 point of view. Nevertheless, it remains unclear how realistic wave sequences 共broad
bandwidth兲 with embedded rogue waves can be generated by applying the Benjamin–Feir instability, since the NLS equation is
limited in terms of bandwidth 关34,35兴. Hence, for the generation
and investigation of the spatial development of an extreme sea
state, a “standard model of ocean waves” 关36兴 is used to generate
tailored wave sequences with integrated freak waves by controlled
superposition. The method for generating linear wave groups is
based on the wave focusing technique by Davis and Zarnick 关37兴
and its significant enhancement by Takezawa and Hirayama 关38兴.
The generation of higher and steeper wave sequences requires a
more sophisticated approach as propagation velocity increases
with height. As the associated wave sequence propagates according to nonlinear wave theory, it is not possible to calculate the
wave train linearly upstream back to the wave generator in order
to determine the control signal of the wave board. To solve this
problem, Kühnlein 关15兴 developed a semi-empirical procedure for
the evolution of extremely high wave groups, based on linear
wave theory. With this deterministic technique, freak waves of up
to 3.2 m height have been generated in a wave tank 关39兴. Generally 共for wave groups as well as irregular seas with embedded
rogue wave sequences兲, substantial deviations between the measured time series and the specified design wave train at the target
location are registered if a linearly synthesized control signal is
used for the generation of higher and steeper waves. The main
deviation, however, is localized within a small range, proving that
only a short section of the control signal in time domain has to be
adapted 关40兴.
In Sec. 3 the optimization approach for the experimental generation of tailored wave sequences with predefined characteristics
according to Clauss and Schmittner 关17兴 is briefly described.
041001-2 / Vol. 131, NOVEMBER 2009
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Generation of The New Year Wave

For the investigation of the spatial development of an extreme
sea state, the New Year wave, recorded at the Draupner platform
in the North Sea on January 1st, 1995 关1兴 is chosen. This giant
single wave 共Hmax = 25.63 m兲 with a crest height of c = 18.5 m
occurred in a surrounding sea state characterized by a significant
wave height of Hs = 11.92 m 共Hmax / Hs = 2.15兲 at a water depth of
d ⬇ 70 m. The measurements are conducted in the seakeeping basin of the Ocean Engineering Division, Technical University Berlin, at a model scale of 1:70. The total length of the basin is 110 m
long, with an effective measuring length of 90 m. The width is 8
m, and the water depth is 1 m, which represents—with the chosen
model scale—the actual water depth at the Draupner jacket platform. To transfer the recorded wave into the wave tank, an optimization approach for the experimental generation of tailored
wave sequences with predefined characteristics is used 关14,17兴.
This method enables the generation of scenarios with a single high
wave superimposed to irregular seas. During the experimental optimization special emphasis is laid on the exact reproduction of
the wave height, crest height, wave period, as well as the vertical
and horizontal asymmetries of the target wave. At the beginning
of the optimization process, the scaled real-sea measured sea state
is transformed back to the position of the piston type wave generator by means of linear wave theory. By multiplication with the
electrical and hydrodynamic transfer functions in the frequency
domain and the subsequent inverse Fourier transformation, a preliminary control signal for the wave generator is obtained. Since
this control signal is based on linear theory, nonlinear effects such
as wave/wave interaction and wave breaking are neglected. Due to
nonlinear effects in the wave tank, the registration of the wave
sequence at the target position generated by the preliminary control signal deviates from the predefined target parameters. As
aforementioned, only a short section of the control signal in the

Fig. 2 Schematic sketch of the experimental setup
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Fig. 3 Spatial development of the extreme sea state for selected time steps
„full scale…
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Fig. 4 Progress of the wave heights along the wave tank and velocity-dependent development of the wave crests in
time and space

time domain has to be adapted to satisfy the target parameters of
the extreme wave. For these 共temporally limited兲 local changes in
the control signal, the discrete wavelet transformation 关41兴 is introduced into the optimization process. This transformation
samples the signal into several decomposition levels where each
resulting coefficient describes the wave in a specific time range
and frequency bandwidth. To improve the control signal, the experimental optimization routine iterates until the target parameters
are satisfied. The adaptation of the wave train is achieved by applying the subplex optimization method 关42兴. Since the values of
the target function are determined from the wave tank experiment,
real-world nonlinear free surface effects are included in the adoption procedure, resulting in a “self-validating” process. Figure 1
shows the measurement of the wave tank in comparison to the
original wave sequence recorded at the Draupner platform.

4

Experimental Setup

The wave measurements are conducted in the seakeeping basin
共length L = 120 m, breadth W = 8 m, and water depth d = 1 m兲 of
the Technical University Berlin at a model scale of 1:70. The
spatial development of the New Year wave is measured in a range
from 2163 m 共full scale兲 ahead of to 1470 m behind the target
position by a total of 520 registrations. The towing carriage is
equipped with 13 wave gauges installed at an interval of 0.2 m
and the wave tank is subdivided into 20 measurement sections. To
achieve a resolution of ⌬x = 0.1 m, two measurements per area
are carried out: at position x and x + ⌬x, respectively. Figure 2
shows the experimental setup schematically, with a side view on
the setup 共top兲 describing the measurement order as well as a top
view on the arrangement of the wave gauges installed on the
towing carriage 共bottom兲.
041001-4 / Vol. 131, NOVEMBER 2009
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Results

Figure 3 presents the surface elevations measured in the wave
tank for selected time steps 共full scale兲. Surprisingly, the analysis
of the registrations reveals freak waves occurring at three different
positions in the wave tank 共dotted line 共t ⬇ 775 s兲, dash-dotted
line Ccrest and solid bold line 共t ⬇ 858 s兲兲. At t ⬇ 858 s, a snapshot
of the New Year wave at target time in the wave tank is shown.
Note that the observed freak waves are developing from a wave
group of three waves 共encircled in Fig. 3 共top兲兲, which travels
with constant speed along the wave tank up to the target position.
The lower diagram shows the wave group at the moments of freak
wave occurrences in detail. Figure 4 illustrates the progress of the
wave heights along the wave tank and the propagation velocity
共celerity兲 of the three waves. The top diagram shows the ratio of
wave height to significant wave height of the surrounding sea
state. Here, the occurrence of the three freak waves is clearly
identifiable. The first wave reaches its maximum height at 2110 m,

Table 1 Summary of the main characteristics of the three
freak waves

Hmax 共m兲
Hmax / Hs
cmax 共m兲
cmax / Hs
Ccrest 共m/s兲
T0 共s兲

Wave 1

Wave 2

Target wave

26.82
2.25
17.28
1.45
23.34
⬇16

26.46
2.22
17.22
1.44
21.42
⬇16

27.41
2.29
18.15
1.52
21.31
⬇16
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Fig. 5 Progress of the centroid of the mean energy distribution Ē for registrations at each location

the second at 2624 m, and the target wave at 3213 m distance
from the wave maker. The distance between these maximum
waves remains almost constant 共514 m between waves 1 and 2;
589 m between wave 2 and the target wave兲. Note that the two
waves occurring in front of the wave group are temporarily high
waves as well 共H = 19.6 m and 23.1 m兲. The distance between the
locations of occurrence of the maximum wave height for these
two waves and the locations of the maximum wave height of the
following freak waves are also almost constant 共⬇500 m兲. It
seems that the first freak wave develops from wave components of
the two waves in front of the wave group. Due to the approximately constant propagation velocity of the three waves in the
wave group, the following freak waves seem to develop from
these wave components as well. In the following, the three observed freak waves are investigated in detail.
All three waves show the same genesis: The wave height increases continuously over a range of 550–630 m. In addition, the
first two extreme waves 共H / Hs ⬎ 2兲 are propagating over a wide

range 共280–360 m兲, whereas the target wave 共H / Hs ⬎ 2兲 propagates the shortest distance. This is due to the fact that the New
Year wave 共in contrast to the first two freak waves兲 is breaking
behind the target location. The center diagram of Fig. 4 presents
the ratio of wave crest height to significant wave height. Finally,
the lower diagram presents the time and space coherence of the
three wave crests along the wave tank: This diagram reveals that
the wave crests propagate almost in parallel and approximately
constant through the wave tank. The linear regression of the set of
points results in the crest velocities of the three waves: Ccrest1
= 21.34 m / s, Ccrest2 = 21.42 m / s and Ccresttarget = 21.31 m / s. In
summary, Fig. 4 shows that all three freak waves feature almost
identical characteristics 共see Table 1兲.
Furthermore, Table 1 displays the mean zero-upcrossing periods of the three waves, which are oscillating between Tupmin
⬇ 14 s and Tupmax ⬇ 18 s, resulting in a mean period of T0
⬇ 16 s for the three waves during their propagation along the

Fig. 6 Energy envelope for the wave group at different locations in the tank
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Fig. 7 Comparison of the wave spectra of the New Year wave and the model wave sequences at different locations „the locations of occurrence of the three freak waves…

tank. With T p ⬇ 16.7 s, the peak period of the surrounding sea
state is close to the mean wave periods of the three waves. So far,
the individual waves observed are growing and shrinking in time
and space. If the propagation velocity of the highest wave elevation is analyzed 共which is attributed to different individual waves兲
we identify its position in time and space along the bold dashed
line in Fig. 3. Evaluating the propagation speed of this highest
elevation, we obtain Ccrestfreak ⬇ 13 m / s, which is about half of the
wave celerity, and corresponds to the group velocity, describing
the energy propagation.
For evaluating the mean velocity of energy propagation, the
time-dependent progress of the centroid cmed共t , x兲 of the mean
energy distribution Ē共t , x兲,
cmed共t,x兲 =

兺 Ē 共t,x兲 · c 共t,x兲
兺 Ē 共t,x兲
i

medi

共1兲

i

with

2
2
EH共x,t兲 = 2 兩ˆ 共x,t兲兩2 = 2 关WG
共x,t兲 + H
共x,t兲兴
1

1

where H is the real part of the Hilbert transformation of WG.
Figure 6 illustrates energy envelopes at different locations. Similar
to the mean velocity of energy propagation and the velocity of the
highest elevation, the energy of the wave group propagates with
Cgr ⬇ Ccrest / 2, i.e., with half of the celerity. The focusing of the
wave group energy beneath the freak wave at the target position
becomes clearly visible. Finally the wave spectra and asymmetry
are investigated in detail. Figure 7 presents the comparison of the
wave spectra of the New Year wave and the registrations in the
wave tank at the locations of occurrence of the three freak waves.
All spectra are compared with the Pierson–Moskovitz-spectrum of
Hs = 11.92 m and T0 = 10.8 s, showing good agreement.
Figure 8 presents the crest front steepness ⑀ of the three waves
during their development along the wave tank as defined by
Kjeldsen 关44兴 共Fig. 8 共bottom兲兲.

⑀=
Ēi =

1
2
2 gi

共2兲

is calculated at each location along the wave tank, which is illustrated in Fig. 5. Linear regression results in the mean velocity of
energy propagation C¯E = 11.73 m / s.
Based on this result, the energy of the wave group is investigated in detail. Using the time-varying energy envelope concept
关43兴, the energy envelope EH共t兲 of the wave group WG can be
described using the Hilbert transformation technique.
041001-6 / Vol. 131, NOVEMBER 2009

共3兲

c
L⬘

共4兲

Typically wave breaking occurs within a range of ⑀ = 0.32– 0.78,
where the highest values are associated with plunging breakers
关45兴. The upper three diagrams show the development of the crest
front steepness of the three extremely high waves 共note that the
respective time axes are different兲. The development of the crest
front steepness of the target wave can be divided into three sections: At the beginning of the wave formation the crest front
steepness is low but increases rapidly at t ⬇ 830 s and finally
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 8 Crest front steepness of the three waves as defined by Kjeldsen †42‡ „upper three diagrams…. Snapshots of the
target wave for different time steps „bottom….

reaches its maximum value ⑀ = 0.49 at target location. Note that
the crest front steepness of waves 1 and 2 共⑀1 = 0.37 and ⑀2 = 0.4兲
are also within the typical breaking limits 关44兴. This corresponds
to observations during the wave tank measurements, where the
target wave is breaking as a plunging breaker after the target location, whereas waves 1 and 2 were identified as waves with
white crests. The bottom diagram in Fig. 8 shows snapshots of the
target wave for different time steps: The increase in the crest front
steepness is clearly identifiable, since the crest height c increases
while the length L⬘ decreases.

6

Conclusions

This paper presents a comprehensive study of the spatial evolution of an extreme sea state with an embedded rogue wave. The
New Year wave, recorded at the Draupner platform in the North
Sea on January 1st, 1995 关1兴, has been generated in the wave tank
Journal of Offshore Mechanics and Arctic Engineering

at scale of 1:70 and is measured at different locations in the tank,
in a range from 2163 m 共full scale兲 ahead of to 1470 m behind the
target position.
Surprisingly, the analysis of the registrations revealed freak
waves occurring at three different positions in the wave tank. It is
shown that the three observed freak waves emerge from a wave
group, which propagates almost constantly along the wave tank.
The two waves in front of the wave group are quite high waves as
well 共H = 19.6 m and 23.1 m兲. The distance between the locations
of occurrence of the maximum wave height for these two waves
and the locations of maximum wave height of the following freak
waves are nearly constant 共⬇500 m兲. Further investigations reveal that all three freak waves feature similar statistical characteristics 共see Table. 1兲.
The investigation of crest front steepness shows that all three
freak waves are within the breaking wave domain proposed by
Kjeldsen 关44兴.
The analysis of the total energy propagation shows that the
NOVEMBER 2009, Vol. 131 / 041001-7
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wave crest velocity of the three waves in the wave group is almost
twice the velocity of the mean energy, which results in the temporarily occurrence of the three freak waves at different wave
crests. For these freak waves the focusing of the wave group
energy at the target position is shown.
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Nomenclature
Ccrest
C¯E
Cgr
Ē
EH
H
Hmax
Hs
L
L⬘

关15兴

crest celerity
velocity of mean energy propagation
group velocity
mean energy distribution
energy envelope
wave height
maximum wave height
significant wave height
length
horizontal distance between the wave crest and
the zero-upcrossing point
zero-upcrossing period
wave tank breadth
spatial resolution
mean energy distribution centroid
water depth
gravitational acceleration
wave number
spectral bandwidth
crest front steepness
density
wave elevation
complex analytical signal
wave amplitude
wave crest height
real part of the Hilbert transformation
wave group elevation
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